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Welcome to Church without Walls;  
where we are still thanking  

the Faithful and Limitless God 
 
Church without walls 
I can remember years ago, the church was planning for Vision 2020, I 
bet no one ever envisaged how the year would have turned around. In 
the history of Loughborough Baptist Church here in Baxter Gate, I don't 
think there was ever a period when the church was closed for a long 
period like this. Here we are today, although not gathered within a 
building, we are still fellowshipping in our homes, contacts made 
possible via post, e-mails, Whatsapp, Zoom etc where we pray and God 
answers, chat, celebrate birthdays, wedding anniversaries and the list is 
endless.  
 
Faithful God  
We celebrate the faithfulness of our Lord and Saviour Jesus Christ who 
has promised to never leave us and He has kept us thus far. Some 
days when we feel low and the day seems to be dragging, suddenly he 
shows up, chases away the loneliness and saturates our heart with His 
peace and joy. Then a call comes in, we receive that text, we watch that 
TV program, the post comes and a thought diverts our attention. In the 
story of Elijah {lKings 19 vs 8), we saw how God showed up for Elijah, 
he ate a meal and was sustained by it for forty days. Although there was 
a period of food and toiletries scarcity, yet no one was recorded to have 
died of hunger. The little supplies we had, Jesus multiplied it for us just 
as He did in Matthew 14 vs 13 - 21 where He fed five thousand men 
with five loaves of bread and two fishes. 
 
Limitless God  
God works in diverse ways. Through the good and bad of lockdown, lost 
connections were restored in this season, some homes and friendship 
were re-built, some began to seek the face of God by studying His Word 
and active intercessors in the place of prayers, new skills were learnt 
with several adjustment to ways of living.  
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God's ways are enormous (1 Corinthians 1 vs 25), He is the Ancient of 
days yet He is new {modern) every morning (Lamentation 3 vs 22 to 
23). In my chat with someone about God he says:  
 
God is Powerful  
God is Mighty  
God loves you  
God answer prayers and He prays for you  
God is coming back again 
 
I pray that this Faithful and Limitless God will fill our heart with 
ceaseless praise. Amen. Till we see Him in glory and beyond, please 
don't stop thanking Him.  
 

Elizabeth Ogunkolade 
 

 
Light in our darkness 

 
When you pass through the waters, I will be with you;  

and when you pass through the rivers, they will not sweep over 
you. When you walk through the fire, you will not be burned;  

the flames will not set you ablaze. 
Isaiah 42;2 

 
Lord, thank You for Your promise to be with me  

when life is difficult and uncertain.  
Help me to trust You, and to feel the security of your presence. 

 The comfort of Your love, and the calmness of Your peace. 
 Amen 

 
 

 
 

September 2020 
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News of the Fellowship 
 

Throughout the pandemic continuous efforts have been made to keep in 
touch with all our church fellowship. Vicky, our pastoral worker, has 
been tireless in her efforts and the daily bulletins and services have 
reached over 80 people with 30 more kept in touch by post. Pastoral 
leaders have kept in touch with their group members by phone and 
ensured that everyone had a copy of the monthly magazine. Many, 
many church friends have been supporting one another and especially 
those living alone, with regular phone calls. Holiday at Home and the 
planned lunch deliveries have aimed to keep those who are more 
isolated in touch.   We now realise that this is a situation that may 
continue for some time and have to look for making new ways of 
working possible.  

Some of you may know that Moyra Davies is now at Beaumanor Care 
Home in Loughborough; David Green continues to make progress.    
The good weather seems to be keeping people in good health and we 
don’t currently have news of anyone else being ill. 

It was very good to hear that Harry Plumptre is now back in 
Loughborough after a long time away. He visited LBC last Saturday and 
was very happy to be back. 

September sees the beginning of a new school term and children 
returning to school. This will be a challenging time for both children and 
parents as they have to get used to different systems and gain 
confidence in them. Please pray for families connected with our 
fellowship and others you know at this time. 

 
Quiet Reflections 

 
A true and deep sense of happiness comes only from having faith in 
God. Inner peace, joy and happiness occurs when we’re in a right 
relationship with the Lord. Let us, today, bask in God’s great love and 
be truly happy in him. 
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Holiday at Home 
 
Holiday at Home this year had a ‘unique twist’ as it was taken to people 
in their own homes, in this way we provided food, fellowship and 
entertainment for the senior members of our fellowship. During the week 
of July 14th – 19th participants received a lunch and activity bag 
containing quizzes and puzzles, crafts, and scrapbook items.  
On 2 afternoons they received 2 afternoon teas, flowers and a Sunday 
at Four leaflet. There were 35 people taking part and a team of 16 
volunteers prepared and delivered the food and activities; this was an 
opportunity for the volunteer deliverers to talk and share with the 
participants. An extremely good feeling of fellowship was apparent, and 
appreciation expressed by many.  It is hoped if may be possible to have 
further similar occasions later in the year if the current situation 
continues as many of our senior friends will continue to shield. 
Following on from Holiday at Home Geraldine has arranged to send 
meals out to those who would like them. On Tuesday 11th and Tuesday 
25th August meals were taken by volunteers to more than 20 
participants.  Pam and Geraldine are thinking together about whether it 
would be possible to start Lunch Club - perhaps with fewer numbers 
and less frequently, but it may be possible to do something before too 
long. 
 
 

Thank you 
 
Thank you to the team for the Holiday at Home week, all the delicious 
food brought to our doors, the craft bag and the lovely flowers. It was so 
welcome this year as it took our minds away from ‘Covid’ for a few days.  
Thank you so much. My card is still on the windowsill and I’m using my 
book marker, always a useful gift. 
     

Anna and Jean Pratt 
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Are we nearly there? 
 

When I was growing up in Yorkshire, we used to go to Torquay for our 
holidays -don’t ask me why -perhaps it was because it was so far away -  
not that we didn’t like Yorkshire. But I remember my mother saying that 
when we’d gone about 20 miles I would start saying ‘Are we nearly 
there mummy?’ 
 
Some of us, many of us, are feeling a little like that I’m sure. When will 
we get the vaccine? When will we be able to give someone a hug? 
When can we just relax and do what we like? And the answer 
unfortunately is ‘We don’t know’ And certainly ‘Not yet!’ 
But there are some good things happening. On Sunday 23rd August we 
had our second service in the church forecourt. It didn’t rain until 
afternoon which was good for us. I’m not sure how other people felt who 
had other things planned! We enjoyed our time together. Howard led 
the service and different people played the keyboard, sang, read, sorted 
out the sound and did the many jobs that such an occasion required. 
The children were there; we spent time in Sunday Club and in the 
garden and, at the end of the service, we came and read the story to 
the congregation before we all went home. 
 
It’s very interesting that, on this particular Sunday you may have 
experienced the service in one of many ways: you may have been there 
in the forecourt, you may have received it through the post, or through 
the computer or on line -and this is probably how it’s going to be for 
quite some time. We must provide services in many ways in order that 
people may worship, and we must take care not to put pressure on 
people to do things they are not quite ready for. We have shared our 
friendship, our faith and our worship now for longer than I care to add 
up -and we must carry on doing so for as long as it takes. It may never 
be quite the same again -will that be a bad thing?   We need to think 
carefully about that. 
 
Meanwhile there are little changes taking place. We are hoping to have 
a service in church at the end of September, but this does not mean 
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that those who aren’t there physically may not be able to share 
fellowship with us. We will all share fellowship together. What a different 
world we are living in! 
 
Other things are beginning to open up a little: The church is open for 
prayer on Saturday mornings and some Thursdays, some meals are 
being taken out to those who are unable to get out very easily and many 
of us are tired of cooking at home. These are much appreciated – one 
gentleman said that he would like one every day but I’m afraid the 
answer had to be negative! 
 
Meanwhile what can we do? We can share out thoughts, our good 
experiences and not so good with friends. We can share in the morning 
messages and prayers. We can think about what we would like the 
church to be and what it’s mission is in the twenty first century. We can 
pray and share God’s love amongst us.  
 

Margaret 
 

Lunch Break 
 
Lunch Break will be reopening from Wednesday 2 September.  
 
The opening times throughout September will be: 
 

Wednesday 10.30 – 1.00 
Thursday 10.30 – 1.00 
Friday 10.30 – 1.00 
Saturday 10.00- 12.00 

 
We will be serving a limited menu of hot drinks, cake and scones 
initially, with the hope of expanding as custom picks up. 
 
Please spread the word and come in yourselves! 
 

Geraldine and Alison 
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Forget Me Nots 
 
With the overwhelming need to get Forget Me Not back up and running 
we met for the first time in August for a picnic in a field. There was 
plenty of space to stay apart and it felt a safe start after such a long time 
not being able to meet with each other. Since then we have met again, 
we arranged to meet in Queens Park for a walk and an opportunity to 
frequent the cafe there. We were blessed with a beautifully sunny day 
and if you haven’t been to Queens Park recently, I would thoroughly 
recommend you take a look before the summer is over. 
 
With just four hectares our Victorian urban park is an utter delight that 
appeals to people of all ages which was definitely reflected on the day 
of our walk. Families with small children enjoying the playground, young 
people playing football, friends meeting for a chat, plenty of benches to 
sit and read a book or rest and watch the world go by. 
 
With flowerbeds at every turn the variety of planting maintained our 
interest throughout our walk. I was very taken with the patch of 
wildflowers surrounding the life-size armature of Loughborough's very 
own war horse Songster. 
 
One of the oldest and most decorated horses, Songster was a chestnut 
gelding with a blond mane, and an indomitable spirit who was lucky 
enough to survive the First World War and go on to become a local 
celebrity. 
 
Songster was drafted into the Leicestershire Yeomanry in 1914 despite 
being of small stature and of an advanced age for a warhorse. His 
intelligence and bravery however made up for this, as it kept him and 
his rider, Trooper Bert Main from Loughborough, alive for the duration of 
the war. Songster was brought back to England in 1919. He was traced 
by Burt Main to an auction, where he was bought by ex-squadron Sgt 
Major Harry Poole. 
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After the war, Songster had a happy and long life and was cared for by 
Sgt Major Harry Poole at his farm in Woodhouse Eaves. He became a 
popular figure in the community, famously drawing a local milk cart into 
Loughborough Market every week and stopping off to join Harry and his 
Yeomanry pals for a pint at the Old Boot Hotel. 
 
Songster died peacefully in 1940 at the farm and was buried with full 
military honours and all the medal ribbons he’d earned during service. 
So along with the birds in the aviary and impressive war memorial there 
was plenty for us to look at and talk about. 
 
Our thoughts are very much focusing on maintaining regularly meeting 
before the weather prevents this way of keeping our connections with 
one another, so are on the lookout for different places to visit. Like 
everybody we are continually assessing the situation of the pandemic, 
trying to stay safe whilst offering the most effective support to people 
living with Dementia. 
 

Vicky  
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Forgotten Hymns (9) 
 

This hymn has been neglected for years and when I’ve chosen it, 
people don’t seem to know it. But it’s been in Baptist hymn books and, 
oddly, appears twice in Mission Praise! First at number 607 with its 
original starting verse 

Souls of men, why will ye scatter 
like a crowd of frightened sheep 

Based on Old Testament references like Jeremiah 23 v1-3 
but not immediately relevant to contemporary thinking. 

It also comes at Mission Praise 683 with the first verse as 

There’s a wideness in God’s mercy 
like the wideness of the sea. 

That’s also where it begins in Baptist Praise and Worship and sets the 
theme of the vastness of God’s mercy and kindness, expressed in the 
first three verses. 

For the love of God is broader 
than the measure of man’s mind 

There is no place where earth’s sorrows  
are more felt than up in heaven. 
There is no place where earth’s failings 
have such kindly judgement given. 

This is contrasted in verse 4 with the human tendency to see things, 
and people, too narrowly 

But we make his love too narrow 
by false limits of our own, 
And we magnify his strictness 
with a zeal he will not own. 
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We sang this hymn about three times a year in the 80’s, reminding our 
varied and mixed congregation of the need to take a broader view of 
one another’s differing ways of following Jesus. 

Today there is just as much need for a broad and open outlook to 
fellow-Christians from all traditions, and, indeed, to people of other 
faiths and none. 

Remember how Jesus’ sternest words were to the Pharisees who 
imposed their strictness on others and criticised Jesus for mixing with 
and forgiving “sinners”. 

Christians have often been caricatured as being over strict  and self-
righteous with it, and history has shown Christians torn apart by 
controversies about the faith and religious wars. (N.B. this hymn was 
written by a Roman Catholic) 
                     .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . 

I think perhaps the hymn went out of use not because of the words, but 
because of the tune, which was pretty plain and unmemorable, as 4-line 
tunes often are. 

So it was a delight a few years ago to find a new tune being sung to 
these words; making it an 8-line tune gives the composer more scope. 
You can hear it on Youtube at 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vJwfT3SY_PU  

So the hymn comes to a delightful conclusion 

If our love were but more simple, 
we should take him at his word; 
and our lives be filled with gladness 
from the presence of the Lord. 

DRB 

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vJwfT3SY_PU
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Monday Nighters 
 
We are sorry to say that Monday Nighters will not be meeting in the 
coming months due to the current restrictions.  
 
We had hoped that the situation would have improved by now, but it 
seems to be ongoing. If, and when, things change, we will try to arrange 
a future programme and will keep you informed. 
 

Best wishes to all members and friends 
Brenda & Geraldine 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Answers to Church questions 
 
Church   I have missed the ‘Organ Music’ the most, and the ‘Wave’ on 
the stage, and seeing people I know. 
I do like to see the service written down because I read it through and 
then go back to it later and read it again and want to keep it for future 
use. When I’m not feeling good, I try and keep calm and read church 
papers, there have been some good stories over the weeks.  We once 
had a service from Mr Butcher in March 1999 for Mother’s Day, it was 
called ‘Gently Rolling Hills’ it was a lovely service and stuck in my mind 
till this day, we could recall them again if written down. 
 

Anna Pratt 
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Poems sent in by Anna Pratt 
 

Difficult Days        
Covid Loss 

 
When some great sorrow like a mighty river 

Flows through your life with peace-destroying power, 
And the dearest things are swept from sight for ever, 

Say to yourself each trying hour. 
‘This too will pass away.’ 

   
Author unknown 

 
 

Let your mind drift over the day, refraining from any self-judgement, 
attending to and relishing only the moments of the day for which you are 
grateful.  
Even the most harrowing day includes some good moments, if only we 
take the trouble to look . . . .  it might be the sight of raindrops falling, or 
the fact that I can see at all . . . .  This daily review of consciousness is 
in the ‘praise, service and reverence of God’ 

Gerald W Hughes 
 
 

God is our refuge and strength 
An ever-present help in trouble, 

Therefore, we will not fear 
Though the earth give way. 
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Is singing in Church now a sin? 
 
The answer is of course No but with present restrictions it can be a puzzle! 
Singing Hymns is the result of Luther and the Reformation when 
congregational participation in worship had become an issue after which 
the nonconformists in Britain were leaders and the Baptists contributed 
many hymns in the 1600s and later. The last music in LBC was a Tuesday 
lunchtime concert given by Alan Speight and Sandra Roberts in March six 
months ago to an appreciative and generous audience for whom Geraldine 
kindly provided Tuesday refreshments for the last time. For a church with a 
musical tradition this is remarkable! 
 
The use of aerosols is now well-known and most homes have aerosol cans 
from air fresheners and cleansing media to medical drugs such as inhalers 
for asthmatic relief and consequently understand the general principle. The 
problem with singing is of course emissions from the mouth which are 
liquids and solids carried by gases typical of an aerosol. The liquid droplets 
may carry a virus to anyone within a short distance. We all know about the 
present Covid-19 virus, but the distance carried is uncertain. Some present 
research at Bristol University suggests that the distance is 6-8 ft, but it does 
depend upon the singer's volume and ability to project the words. For a 
singer in front of an audience the risk is less but clearly greater for singers 
in a pew next to their friends. The risk is greatest in choirs of course where 
singers are encouraged to be near their neighbours for mutual support. The 
latest approach is for each singer to sing into their Zoom microphone while 
well separated from their neighbour and for the Zoom technician to meld 
them into a choir. This has been demonstrated very effectively on BBC 
Songs of Praise programmes but is probably not for us at the moment.     
To return to the subject here we will need to sit in church well spread out 
and sing well-known hymns that we all know and do not need neighbourly 
prompting. Perhaps we need to use the gallery to space members out, or 
sing with masks in place not to muffle the singing but to catch the 
emissions. The 30 persons rule may mean we sing in turn so a little 
imagination may be needed. But rule relaxation will surely come before 
long and we need to be ready. 

David Gabe 
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We take our water too much for granted 
 
Sadly, coronavirus restrictions have put a dampener on celebrating the 
achievements of Archdeacon Fearon in securing a piped water supply 
for Loughborough 150 years ago.  If we had lived in the town in the 
1860s, we would have found it was not a ‘clean’ place.  Instead it was 
said to be “filthy and the stench, at times, unbearable” with outbreaks of 
cholera and typhoid. 

For us this is very much in the past as the bringing of piped clean water 
from Nanpantan Reservoir into the town was celebrated by Fearon 
himself commissioning his fountain in the Market Place on 31st August 
1870.  But for others having safe drinking water is a novelty and can 
rely on the work of development agencies such as the small Pump Aid 
charity who works in Malawi.  Having supported them for several years 
it was a privilege, in March 2020 on the back of a family trip to Malawi, 
to see for myself some of the work they have been doing.  Hosted by 
Chikondi, Arlington, and Hendie our family group of Anne, our youngest 
daughter, son-in-law and myself fitted a lot into our two day visit in the 
Mchinji District to the west of Malawi, on the Zambian border.   

Here we were away from the more touristic spots that we had already 
visited. So, by this time we were starting to know a little about Malawi.  
We had experienced a warm welcome, seen some wonderful scenery 
and grasped that transport is mostly on foot or on bicycles.  We had 
also realised that whilst the main roads are reasonably good accessing 
rural communities involved some ‘interesting drives’ on unsurfaced 
roads.  As our visit was towards the end of the ‘rainy season’ we were 
pleased we had hired a suitable 4x4! 

Firstly, we went to villages who have had Pump Aid’s standard 
“Elephant Pumps” for a while.  Here we talked to the village Water Point 
Committee, including those who took the lead in maintaining each pump.  
This brought it home to us why the technology needs to be simple and 
that calling for any help is not done lightly!  It was great for us to talk to 
area mechanic Kasalika, and later to George and Joseph who dig wells 
and install new pumps.  Just seeing their somewhat basic equipment 
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made us realise just how different things are in Malawi to our 
experiences at home!  

Our second day started with a visit to Kankhande.  Here, proudly 
wearing their Pump Aid T Shirts, we met Godfrey and Christina.  They 
were inspirational local volunteers helping their communities understand 
and commit to WASH (Water Sanitation and Hygiene) improvements.  
We were told about how they had first met the village chief to get their 
support.  They then illustrated what had been achieved by telling us 
before and after details of the numbers of households who had basic or 
improved latrines and those with hand washing facilities. The key 
indicator being that diarrhoea was now much less prevalent and this 
means that school, and pre-school, attendance is much better. 

 

Pictures (clockwise from upper left): with village group at Chipulumba; self-supply pump 
demonstration; seeing how an Elephant Pump works; family group around an irregation 
pump; and using a hand washing facility. 
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We were then taken on a walk around the village to see the family 
latrines and the ‘canny’ hand washing devices that were being used. 
These are basically a suspended water bottle which, when upturned by 
pulling a string with a foot, gave water for handwashing.  Soap being 
kept in another nearby container. 

In Chisewa we visited a Community Based Childrens Centre (or CBCC) 
attended by pre-school children from the village.  This was an 
established CBCC with recently installed Elephant Pump and latrines.  
Here even the very young were being taught the importance of hand 
washing and hygiene. 

The final part of our visit covered the more recent, Beyond Water, 
aspect of Pump Aid’s work.  This is allowing households to purchase 
their own ‘self-supply’ pump or to have a basic irrigation pump.  The 
cost being equivalent to the value of 3 goats or 2 bicycles.  Having their 
own supplies benefits householders as they do not have to go a 
distance to get water and then queue.  It also makes it easier for others 
as it reduces the demand on village pumps. 

Our trip was just before the Covid-19 ‘lockdown’.  We know only too well 
how the coronavirus situation has impacted on us in the UK and think  

about how the people we met in Malawi, where many rural families live 
in single room dwellings, are coping.  Normally this functions as they are 
able to do many household tasks outside; but shared water pumps have 
metal handles and handwashing facilities are basic. From our visit, we 
know that Pump Aid is doing what it can to ensure that pumps are kept 
working and that the importance of hand washing is stressed.  Having 
seen for ourselves the real difference that their work is making to people 
in Malawi we can only encourage all to support the work Pump Aid, and 
others, do to ensure that communities who have yet to enjoy piped 
water supplies can still access safe clean water. 

Martyn Speight 

P.S. Do contact me should you wish to know more about the 
Loughborough, and Charnwood water supply story or about the work 
we saw being done in Malawi.  Information about Pump Aid can be 
found at https://www.pumpaid.org/ 

https://www.pumpaid.org/
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Services during September 
 
We shall continue the pattern of sending out a service each Sunday 
morning by email and on the website. We hope that those of you  
without internet are managing to get copies of the services. Please 
contact Vicky, Margaret or Lilian if you have problems with this. 
This is an opportunity to worship in fellowship with the congregation at 
LBC. 
 
Sept 6th Victor Ojo  
Sept 13th  David Butcher 
Sept 20th  Sheena & Abi Mammen 
Sept 27th Perhaps Harvest in Church? 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Above photo shows the church service held at the end of July 
 
 
Items for the September magazine should be emailed to 
LBCMag11@gmail.com  by NOON on Sunday 20th September 2020 
 
IMPORTANT:  
Please note the new email address for all magazine correspondence 
 

mailto:LBCMag11@gmail.com
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REGULAR ACTIVITIES 
 
SUNDAY  10.45 Family Worship (Crèche, Sundiclub & Young People’s Group) 
WORSHIP 4.00 Sunday@Four  (Third Sunday of the month) 

 6.00 Evening Worship       
   

TUESDAY TO FRIDAY 12.00 -   2.00       Lunch Break   
 

MONDAYS  1.00 *Little Stars* (for babies, toddlers and their Carers) 
 5.15 Rainbows (girls aged 5-6) 
 6.15 Brownies (girls aged 7-11) 
 6.45 Guides (girls aged 11+) 
 7.00 Rangers and Young Leaders (girls aged 14+) 
 6.30 Contact Club  (snooker for all) 
 7.30 Monday Nighters, first & third in the month (friendship for all) 
 

TUESDAYS 10.00 Yarn Angels (knitting and crocheting for charities) 
 12.45 Lunchtime Concert (Third Tuesday in the month) 
 2.30 Baptist Women’s Fellowship (devotional meeting) 
 6.30 Film Club, 1st & 3rd Tues (young people 10 to 16)  
 7.30 Creations    (hand crafts, first and third Tuesday in month) 
   

WEDNESDAYS   1.45  Badminton Club 
 3.30 Messy Church – for families, first Wednesday every month 
 7.30 Ladies Choir 
  

THURSDAYS 11.00 “Forget Me Not” – Fortnightly (for those living with dementia) 
 7.30 Church Meeting – Third Thursday most months 
   

FRIDAYS 12.45 Luncheon Club (Senior Friends, alternate weeks) 
 5.00 *Superstars* and SSExtra (boys and girls aged 5 - 11) 
 6.30 Music Group (preparation for worship) 
 7.15 Church Choir practice  (as required) 
   

SATURDAYS      10.00   - 12 noon : Coffee Morning 
 6.30 Link-Up  (First Saturday of the month) 
 

WEEKDAY EVENINGS  House Groups, Bible Study, Christian Meditation Group,   
  Discussion and Prayer Groups  
  (Enquire at the office for days and times) 
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Church Office:  Tel: 01509 215642  
  e-mail: o f f i c e @ l b c w e b . o r g . u k   
Pastoral Worker:  Victoria Edwards Tel: 07557 023383 
General Secretary:  Margaret Thirlwell Tel: 01509 232840 
Family Worker:   Bethany Lock Tel: 07756 200382 
  
 
SUNDAY 10.45 am with Crèche, Sundiclub & Young People’s 
Group. 
WORSHIP Communion on 3rd Sunday of the month. 

4.00 pm Sunday@Four   
(3rd Sun in the month instead of 6pm) 
6.00 pm with Communion on the 1st Sunday of the month. 

   
MID-WEEK Bible Study, House Groups and Discipleship and 

Christian 
 Meditation courses are run, offering opportunities for 

Christian learning and fellowship. 
 

There are 2 women’s organisations and a “Contact Club” 
for snooker.  
 
“Link-Up”, a social evening for people with learning 
difficulties, is held on the 1st Saturday of every month. 
 

 CHILDREN & See previous page for details  
YOUNG PEOPLE 

 
 LUNCH BREAK Open Tuesday to Friday: you may bring your own 

food to eat, or buy food and drink for a quiet lunch 
time. 
Senior Friends connected with the church may belong  
to the fortnightly Lunch Club. 

 
 TRANSPORT to services and meetings is available on request. 

 
FOR FURTHER DETAILS please contact the Church Office 

 Open daily 9 am - 12 noon or look on our web site 
w w w . l b c w e b . o r g . u k  

http://www.lbcweb.org.uk/

